
 
Windows. Sometimes the isolation led to staring out the windows dreaming about freedom. 



 
Prints. Isolation was the chance to try new things, like potato prints.  
 



  
Slow life. Working from home sometimes was just beautiful. 
 



 



Finally. Spring in blossoms. Guess you wouldn't notice them, but now you enjoy each and 
every. 
 
 

 
Restrictions. There are still a sign of quarantine and lockdown in the city. I feel that all the                  
restrictions that came across so unexpectedly already is a previous state of mind. At the               
moment, we are a bit uncertain about a lot of things in the future, but we are looking forward                   
to it.  
 
 



 
Freedom. After being in quarantine for almost 2 months, COV-19 cases are hopefully             
decreasing, as well as lockdown is slowly alleviating. I think, people somehow feel freedom              
by coming to places, where they would normally go. There is no fear in the air, only quiet                  
and calm places where people gather.  
 

 



Back to the nature. Quarantine is the time when majority of us stayed at home and had                 
time to think about their habits. Guess, that we were surprised about what we found out: we                 
spend plenty of time in shopping malls, fulfilling useless obligations, etc. The lockdown is the               
time when we rediscover the nature near us, our emotional state after spending time in the                
forests or parks, especially, in this time of year, when every blooming tree is a pure joy. 
  

 
New experiences. While almost all cultural venues are closed and events are cancelled,             
lithuanians organized some new format events, like drive in cinema (the drive in cinema is               
shown in the photo) and even drive in concerts! It’s a new thing in a LT cultural scene and                   
these quarantine initiatives are welcomed by big crowds. 
 



 

 
Meetings. Project meeting became more often than it used to be before. We meet 1-2 times                
per week, share our feelings, situations in countries and it helps to see wider impact of the                 
virus. It also strengthens us as a group. 
 



 
Paperwork. The amounts of bureaucracy has increased during the quarantine period:           
requests to change project activities, to work from home, ect. When you finish it all, not so                 
much time left for meaningful tasks. 
 



 
Fun ways to communicate. Has quarantine teared off or brought us together? I have              
communicated with my parents more than usual because they found online chats quite fun!              
When you talk online, there is no TV or other things that are distracting you, so you                 
concentrate only on people you are communicating with. 
 
 
 



 


